
The Ghost Behind the Black Door
by Roger Gregg

Personae:

ANNOUNCER:
NARRATOR: Lines read by Mahony, the innkeeper.
MAHONY Irish innkeeper (“Kincade” in Skyfall)
COLLEEN: Self-centered would-be writer, wife of Herbert
HERBERT: Henpecked husband of Colleen, a TV game show host
GHOST MAN: An attractive male ghost
WOMAN GHOST: An attractive female ghost

SFX:

Wind, various
Caws (raven)
Outdoors, rural
Luggage clattering down
Coins, jingle
Keys, rattle
Keys in door
Huge creaky scary door
Footsteps, man
Footsteps, woman
Footsteps climbing stairs
Soft creepy tingle
Door knob rattle, loud rattle
Keyboard typing
“WISH” sound
Suitcase latch opens
Wind surge
Tension tingle
Approaching footsteps
Jiggling door knob
Racket & creaks & pounds
Cuttlery drawer falls, clatter
Scurry footsteps
Cabinet door opens
Footsteps running off
Shillelagh whacks
Key fumbling in door lock
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Door lock, bolt, door opens
Door slowly creaks open
Door creaks, slams shut
Rattle of locked door
Shillslagh pounds on door
Key in latch, knob rattles, door creaks open
Cascading crash down staircase

OPENING THEME MUSIC.

ANNOUNCER:   This week The Good Humor Radio Players present a
creepy tale we call:  ‘The Ghost Behind The Black
Door.’  Our tale was written by Youngstown native
Roger Gregg, who has performed it throughout Ireland
and live on the IRT with his Crazy Dog Audio Theater
troupe.  

MUSIC UP AND UNDER  

NARRATOR:  We’re in America’s steel valley.   It’s a path of
manufacturing plants from the Cuyahoga Valley in
Cleveland to the Monongahela Valley, south of
Pittsburgh.   The steel valley was where most of
America’s skyscrapers and bridges and boats and
tanks were poured hot and where the great wars were
won.  Up on the hill in Youngstown are the mansions
of steel barons ... the Wicks, the Tods, the Pollocks,
the Kilcawleys and more.   One of these looks down
over the Mahoning River, the cold lifeblood of
Youngstown’s hot steel plants.  Out front is a sign --
“The Wick Inn, Rooms for Rent.”   Now and again
some  poor soul who doesn’t know any better decides
to stay there.  The house is haunted, full of angry
ghosts all roaring at each other, fierce ghostly rows,
shouting, howling and carrying on.  I know because it’s
my poor lot to take care of the place. 

MUSIC OUT  
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NARRATOR: Why just last week there was these two New Yorkers
[FADING].   It was still daylight when we arrived at the
front door……   

SFX: [OUTDOORS, RURAL.  SOFT OMINIOUS WIND 
FROM CHORUS.  DISTANT CAWS OF RAVENS.  ]

COLLEEN:  Oh my God!  This is just so perfect!  Isn’t it, Herbert ?

HERBERT:  Y-yes  D-d-dear.  Per-per-perfect.

COLLEEN:  This grand city manor is gorgeous. It’s so beautiful, Mr.
Mahony [muh - HO - nee]

MAHONY:  Mahony [MAH - nee].  Mrs.

COLLEEN:  A tip ?  Of course Mr. Mahony.

MAHONY:  Oh no Mrs. Not at all.  Me name is Mahony. [MAH-nee]

COLLEEN:  You poor, simple, rustic ... filled with authentic local
colour, I understand.

MAHONY:  Oh?

COLLEEN:   Herbert, why haven’t you given  Mr. Mahony a tip ? 
What’s wrong with you ?

HERBERT:  I’m sorry D-d-dear.  But my hands…

COLLEEN:  What’s wrong with your hands? 

MAHONY:  Really Mrs.  You don’t have. . .

HERBERT:  I c-ca-can’t ..

COLLEEN:  Why do you always embarrass me Herbert ?  What
kind of excuse is that? ‘There’s something wrong with
my hands ?’   You have no problem using them to
scratch yourself !

HERBERT:  I’m sorry D-D-Dear. But I’m carrying the suitcases and
your l-la-la-la-[THIS CONTINUES ]
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COLLEEN:  Speak! Herbert Speak!  Assert yourself !

HERBERT:  La-la-lap top.  

COLLEEN:  Oh.  I see, it’s all about you and your selfish needs
again ?

HERBERT:   You t-t-told me to carry in the luggage.

COLLEEN:   Excuses. What do you think these simple people are
going to think of me?   Me, famous Irish American
author, Colleen O’Neill ?  

HERBERT:  I don’t …

COLLEEN:   I’m so so sorry, my husband is so inept,  Mr. Mahony.

MAHONY:  It’s Mahony. [MAH-nee] 

COLLEEN:  And we will.  Right now.  Herbert, [SNAPPING HER
FINGERS IMPATIENTLY]  Come on.  Set down the
luggage and pay Mr. Mahony. Now !!  No excuses ! 
He’s getting impatient. 

MAHONY:  Get haway out of that. Up the yard.  Not at all..

HERBERT: Yes ..D-d-dear.  
 

SFX: [ LUGGAGE CLATTERING DOWN. ]

COLLEEN:  Really Herbert.  Why you have to make this into an
international incident, I don’t know.   

SFX: COINS

HERBERT:  H..H..Here you go, Mister Ma-Ma-Mahony.  

MAHONY:  Thank you Sir. You’re very kind you are.  An’ if I may
say so, Sir, I’m sorry for your suffering, so I am. 

HERBERT:  I…I try.

MAHONY:  More power to you sir.  You’d be well rid of this one. 
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HERBERT:  Yes.

MAHONY:  Anyway I’ll just put the key in the latch for ye ... there,
now. 

SFX: RATTLE OF KEYS. KEY IN DOOR.

MAHONY: [STRUGGLE WITH KEY TO OPEN LOCK]  I hope ye
crazy Yanks know what ye’re letting yourselves in for. 
This is a fierce woeful desperate place altogether.  The
only thing that lives through the night here are the
rooks nesting above in the loft.

  
COLLEEN:  Yes.  It is just like a picture postcard.  Isn’t it Herbert ?

HERBERT:  Y..Yes, d-d-dear.   Like a po-po-postcard.

COLLEEN:  This is the perfect location for writing my new novel.  It
shall be a

HERBERT: ’M-moody romance’

COLLEEN:   ... moody romance.  I can see it already.

MUS/SFX: HAUNTING AIR MUSIC WITH WOMAN’S ‘AAAH’
 VOICE ENTERS IN BACKGROUND

My story will be set right here. A brooding drama of a
young girl living with her father, ‘Lord ..Something-or-
other and her Stepmother, a scheming jealous woman. 
They are Lords of the Manor.  Ah, but the daughter, 
my heroine, she’s young and beautiful with long
flowing red hair.  

HERBERT: [SIMULTANEOUSLY]   long flowing red hair.

COLLEEN:  She’s coming of age but is cruelly cut off from the
world by her stepmother who has evil designs on her. 
Then one day she meets a handsome young peasant
with flashing blue eyes, strong rough hands and well
rounded buttocks….

HERBERT:  [IN TIME WITH COLLEEN] well rounded buttocks..     
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MAHONY:  [CLEARS THROAT. MUSIC STOPS]  Yes…Well that’s 
a grand story, but when you’re ready I’ll open the door
here Mrs. 

COLLEEN:  Oh yes. I see you’re pointing at the door.   Let’s go in.  

MAHONY:  Alright so.  Sufferin, Mother o’ God and the child of
Prague have mercy on me for steppin’ a foot inside dis
cursed place.

SFX: HUGE CREAKY SCARY DOOR.

COLLEEN:  Oh I can’t wait to see the inside.  

SFX: FOOTSTEPS AS THE THREE ENTER

COLLEEN:  Oh my God ! 

HERBERT:  F-f-fantastic.

COLLEEN:  Look at that huge sweeping staircase.

MAHONY:  In my time alone, 13 souls have tumbled to their
deaths down these stairs.  Pushed by an unseen
ghostly hand they were after opening the black door
above. All of them landing right where you’re standing
now Mrs..  Each with a twisted smile fixed on their
faces. Smiling like this ‘eeeerch’.

COLLEEN:  Oh yes!  that’s a great idea.  I will stand smiling on this
sweeping staircase for my photograph for the back of
the book.

HERBERT:  Can I set down…the lug-lug-luggage Colleen?

COLLEEN:   No, Herbert. Stand there all day holding them.

HERBERT:   But I..

COLLEEN:  Tsk.  What are you ?   Helpless ?  Do I have to tell you
everything ?

HERBERT:  You always d-d-do. 
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COLLEEN:  Yes ! Herbert.  [SNAPPING HER FINGERS] Set the
luggage down.  

HERBERT:  Okay.  

SFX: TUMBLING DOWN OF LUGGASE

HERBERT: Aaaaah [SIGH OF RELIEF]

MAHONY:  Just off to the side here is the big double doors to the
Grand Ballroom.  But jez you don’t ever want to go in
there. 

COLLEEN:  Oh, alright Mr. Mahony.  Let’s go in.   I’ll open these
doors.

MAHONY:  No Mrs. No!   I can’t bear to even look in there.

SFX: CREAKING DOOR

COLLEEN:  Gasp!  Oh my God.  It’s a Grand Ball room.  

SFX: FOOTSTEPS

COLLEEN: This is the perfect place to set up my designated ‘work
area’.  You hear,  Herbert ?

HERBERT:  Your w-w-work area.  

COLLEEN:  Look at those huge windows and the view!  I can see
the city and the valley. What atmosphere!  It’s perfect. 
There must be so much history in these walls. 

MU/VOICE FX: FAINT WALTZ BALL MUSIC WITH GHOSTLY
VOICE 

MAHONY:  Oh you’re right about that Mrs.  For ‘twas here that the
bodies of the dancers were found. The story is that at
the Grand Ball of 1967, Two lovers went off for to be
alone in the room above with the black door.  Next
morning they all had danced themselves to death and
there was the ‘Hucklebuck’ record still playing over and
over.  
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MUFX: 2 BARS OF THE HUCKLEBUCK  

MAHONY: Others say the ballroom ‘twas built over a sacrificial pit
where the Fir Bolg buried their enemies alive long ago. 

 
COLLEEN:  Oh yes, I shall work here day long. With no

interruptions, Herbert. 

HERBERT:  No inter-r-ruptions, Colleen. 

COLLEEN:  [SIGH] Oh it’s wonderful.  It’s so atmospheric I swear I
can even hear music.  Yes, I hear music.    Can you
hear it ?

MAHONY:  No.

HERBERT:  N-n-no.

COLLEEN:  Herbert don’t say you can’t hear that.  

HERBERT:  Hear  w-what ?

COLLEEN:  Don’t start with me, Herbert!   

[MUSIC RAPIDLY FADES. ]

MAHONY:  [BUTTING IN ]  Er, If you’ll follow me now. Please.   I
can show you the other rooms.  This way [STEPS
AND PULL AWAY FROM MIC. ]  Up the stairs.  

COLLEEN: Herbert what are you doing ?

HERBERT:  Getting the feeling b-ba-back in my ar-ar-arms.  

COLLEEN:   Why have you set down those suitcases ?  

HEBERT:   But you said …

COLLEEN:  You think I want my clothes left here in the doorway ?  

HERBERT:   I can take them up later.

COLLEEN:  Stop bullying me Herbert !!  Mr. Mahony ?  
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MAHONY:  [FROM DISTANCE AT TOP OF STAIRS]  What ?  I
can’t hear you at all.   Come up and I’ll show you the
rooms.   Please, when you’re ready …

COLLEEN:  Come along Herbert [SNAPPING FINGERS]  Mr.
Mahony doesn’t have all day… 

HERBERT:  [STRUGGLING WITH HEAVY BAGS GRUNTS
ETC..]

TRANSITION MUSIC.

MAHONY:  Just along here now.

FOOTSTEPS UP THE STAIRS.  ARRIVE AT TOP.

MAHONY:  This is yer bedroom here.  It’s grand and big. 

COLLEEN:  Yes it is.  And where shall Herbert go ?  

MAHONY:  But your husband, is he not … er,  ya’ mean, ye are
not stayin together ?  

COLLEEN:  Are you paying attention Herbert ?

HERBERT:  What Yes d-dear.

COLLEEN:  Mr. Mahony is telling you where your room is.  

MAHONY:  Oh ? …alright so.  . This room here then, across the
hall can be for himself.  But jaz I wouldn’t be sleeping
alone in this place at all. Meself, alone, so I wouldn’t.

HERBERT:  Thank you.

MAHONY:  You’re welcome.   

COLLEEN:  Mr. Mahony, what’s that strange door down there ?
 
[SOFT CREEPY TINGLE.   DISTANT FAINT GHOST VOICE. ]

MAHONY:  [gulp] That door there ?  
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COLLEEN:  That lone door at the end of the hallway.  The one
that’s painted black.

MAHONY:  The black door.  

COLLEEN:  A black door.

HERBERT:  B-black door. 

MAHONY:  Come here to me me now til I tell ye.  If ye both want
to stay alive.  Don’t ye ever, ever open that door.

  
COLLEEN:  Yes, Mr. Mahony.  Let’s see what’s in that room.  

[FOOTSTEPS.  TINGLE RISES. ] 

COLLEEN:  I just love a mystery ! [MOVING TO SLIGHT
DISTANCE]

MAHONY:  Oh holy god save us ! Oh (sufferin mother of wounded
christ on a bicycle and the father almighty,..)  holy god
save us !  Se do beatha mhuire, ata lan de grasta
.....Ar n-athair ata ar neamh go naofar d’anim go daga
do riocht .....cad a dheanamid feasta gan adhmaid ....
where were you when the riddled me son with
bullets?.... O chon o chon O nil aon tintean na do
tintean fein ......, 

[ MAHONY BEGINS FEVERISHLY MUTTERING PRAYERS -  THIS CARRIES
ON IN BACKGROUND.  ]  

HERBERT:  Ah, Dear,…I d-d-don’t think Mr. Mahony, wants us to
go in there.

COLLEEN:   Nonsense Herbert!  

HERBERT:  He seems quite c-c-concerned.

COLLEEN:   Mr. Mahony and I are like family. 

HERBERT:  But....

[TESTING THE DOOR KNOB]
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COLLEEN:   I’m Irish remember ?  Give me a little credit.  

HERBERT:  Colleen he’s ppppraying on his kn-kn-knees.

COLLEEN:  Herbert, you can’t possibly understand these people
the way I do!  It’s in my blood. These are my people.  
Now what is wrong with this stupid black door ?  

[ VERY FORCEFUL JIGGLING LOCKED DOOR.  TENSION MUSIC BUILDS
UP  ]

MAHONY:  Oh holy god NO !!

HERBERT:  Colleen don’t !

COLLEEN:  Hmmm… It’s locked.  How very strange.  Oh well. 

[MUSIC TENSION PEAKS AND FALLS AWAY. ] 

MAHONY:  [PANTING]  Oh.  Oh.  Oh me heart.  Ah sweet Jaysus
get off the cross and preserve us from all harm. 
Thanks be to god. [CATCHING BREATH]   Well if
ye’re all settled I’ll be off tis’ late and t’will be getting
dark soon.  [MOVING SLOWLY AWAY ]  I’ll be
looking in on ye tomorrow morning.  I hope ye last the
night.    

HERBERT: Mr. Mahony is leaving, Colleen.

COLLEEN:   Well thank him Herbert !

HERBERT:  Thank you, Mr. Mahony.

MAHONY:  You’re grand entirely, Sir.  Just don’t open the black
door.  Remember the black door.

HERBERT:  The black door.  Okay. 

MAHONY:   Ya poor creature, she’d bite the head off ya.   Good
luck to ye.

 [FOOTSTEPS FADING AWAY] 
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COLLEEN:  Goodbye Mr. Mahony and thank you !  Herbert why
were you so rude to him ?

HERBERT:  What ?

COLLEEN:  You’re so inconsiderate.  

HERBERT:  But I wwwasn’t…

COLLEEN:  Come on [SNAPPING FINGERS IMPATIENTLY ]
don’t just stand there.  Put everything in its place and
set up my designated work area.

HERBERT:  Yes Colleen.  

[TRANSITION MUSIC]

MAHONY AS NARRATOR:  So straight away that very morning Colleen
O’Neill was hard at work typing away at her
computer in the Ballroom er… her designated
work area.

[TRANSITION MUSIC RESOLVES. ]

[COMPUTER KEYBOARD TYPING SOUNDS. ]

COLLEEN: [SPEAKING ALOUD AS SHE WRITES]  ‘The stately
black carriage approached and she heard his
menacing voice.  ‘Top of the morning to you’ roared
Squire Maguire.  She quickly turned and dashed away,
spurning the proud Squire and his arrogant manner. 
She could not be tamed, not even by the richest man
in the county.  

 [DISTANT FOOTSTEPS. TYPING STOPS.]

COLLEEN:  [SHOUTS]  Herbert ?!

HERBERT:  [FROM A DISTANCE]  Yes..Yes Dear ?

COLLEEN:  What are you doing up there ?

HERBERT:  Unpacking Dear. 
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COLLEEN:  You are disrupting my work process!!!

HERBERT:  But you w-w-wanted me to unpack everything!

COLLEEN:  Your racket is invading my designated work area!

HERBERT:  I’m s-s-sorry Colleen.  There’s nothing I can do, the
house is very old.

COLLEEN:  Don’t blame the house.  There’s nothing wrong with
the house.

HERBERT:  Everything creaks.  The floors, the doors, the dressers, 
everything. 

COLLEEN:  Be quiet !!! Show some consideration for a change.   

HERBERT:  Alright,  whatever you say. [SOFTER &
SARCASTICALLY]  I’ll just spend the whole day
unpacking in slow motion.

COLLEEN:   I heard that Herbert!  

HERBERT:   What Dear ?

COLLEEN:   Less attitude and more cooperation that’s all I ask. 
This is supposed to be a supportive relationship.   And
I’m not getting that support !!

HERBERT:  Alright..

COLLEEN:  [TO HERSELF]  Now, where was I ?  Oh yes, ‘She
could not be tamed…’  Hmmm… 

CHORUS:  [WHISPERING]  Colleeeeen.   Colleeeeen. 
[REPEATED SOFTLY]

DEEP TENSION SCARRY DRONE ENTERS FAINTLY COMPUTER
KEYBOARD TYPING SOUNDS RESUME.

COLLEEN:  Something strangely called to her as she dove into the
deep green shamrock and tumbled through the soft
gaelic plums of the gorse bushes adorned as she was
with little yellow flowers. [TENSION PULSES UP AND
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DOWN]  The yearning desires of her young heart,
were now as tangled as her long red hair as she lay
arching on the billowing nettles.  And that’s when she
saw him. 

[TYPING STOPS.]

CHORUS:  Colleeeeen.  Colleeeeen….[WHISPERING GROWS
LOUDER].

DEEP TENSION SCARRY DRONE BUILDS.   FOOTSTEPS ENTER FAINTLY
AND STEADILY APPROACH. COMPUTER KEYBOARD TYPING SOUNDS
RESUMES

COLLEEN:  A rustic earthy peasant.  Handsome and strong.  His
massive firm shillelagh stick swinging to and fro as he
walked through the potato field.  His grandfather shirt
open revealing his manly chest heaving in the soft Irish
rain.   And then her eyes met his…  

CHORUS STOPS ABRUPTLY.  FOOTSTEPS CONTINUE COMING CLOSE. 
HUM BUILDS. 

COLLEEN:  Herbert !  For the last time, stop walking!  I’m trying to
work!!

FOOTSTEPS STOP.  GHOSTLY PRESENCE TINGLE/HUM. 

GHOST MAN:  Hello. 

COLLEEN:  [FRIGHTENED] Oh ?!!   Oh,You startled me.

GHOST MAN:  I’m sorry.  It’s only meself.  

COLLEEN:  I ..I didn’t see you come in… I’m sorry but haven’t we
meet before ?

GHOST MAN:   Oh No.  No, you wouldn’t know the likes of me, but I
know you.

COLLEEN:  Oh, well yes, A lot of people do.  I’m recognised
everywhere.  I am Colleen O’Neill, the author.  I
suppose you want an autograph ? 
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GHOST MAN:  Oh no I was just out in the field like, and saw you
sitting there through the window.  

COLLEEN:  Oh I see, you work here. 

GHOST MAN:  I do.  I couldn’t help seeing that you seem troubled.

COLLEEN:  I do ?

GHOST MAN:  Oh yes, your man above, is after troubling you isn’t he
?

COLLEEN:  What ?  Oh you mean Herbert?  

GHOST MAN: I wouldn’t let him get away with that at all.  A fine, fine
woman like yourself deserves better. 

COLLEEN:  Yes… I suppose…

GHOST MAN:  I’m sorry it’s not my place to be giving out like.  I’m just
a fine cut of a handsome peasant.

COLLEEN:  With a manly chest.

GHOST MAN:  What ?

COLLEEN:  Never mind, but you’re right.  Herbert does get in the
way sometimes.

GHOST MAN:  So he is in the way is he ? 

COLLEEN:  He enjoys interfering with my work.

GHOST MAN:  You know I have an old shillelagh stick out back in the
shed.  It’s old but the ash is strong. The end of it would
cut through whatever’s troubling you, you know. 

COLLEEN:  What ?  No, I’m here to work on this book I’ve just
started.  Here let me show you the opening. 
[TAPPING KEYBOARD OF PC.]

[WHISH SOUND AS GHOST TENSION SOUND EXITS. ]
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COLLEEN:  The first sentence is so important.  Here, what do you
think of this ?  Hey ?   Where are you ?   He’s gone.  

[CREEPY HORROR STING INTO TRANSITION MUSIC.]

MAHONY AS NARRATOR:   As Colleen O’Neill sat below typing away in the
Ballroom,  poor Herbert spent the entire day
upstairs unpacking everything as quiet as a
churchmouse moving as slow as a dry slug in
the hot sun.  That is until he heard something
from down the hall.  

[TRANSITION MUSIC ENDS.  SLIGHT TINGLE ENTERS STRAIGHT IN.
EERIE WIND EVOLVES INTO WOMAN CRYING. ]

[WOMAN GHOST: [WIND-LIKE SOBBING SOFTLY IN THE
DISTANCE FROM BEHIND CLOSED DOOR
THIS CONTINUES.].

HERBERT:  Hello ?   Is someb-b-body  there?  Colleen?  [ONLY
WIND SOUND]  No. It’s just the wind.  This place is full
of d-d-drafts.  Now to unpack the last suitcase. 

[SUITCASE LATCHES OPEN.  SHIFTING OF HEAVY CASE. ]

COLLEEN: [FROM FAR IN THE DISTANCE]  Herbert !  

HERBERT:  [CALLS OUT] Yes Dear ?

COLLEEN:  Your noise is invading my work area!  

HERBERT:  Sorry Dear. I’m almost done!  

COLLEEN:  Well hurry up already!  What’s taking you so long ??

HERBERT:  Sorry !!  [MUTTERING TO HIMSELF]  How the h-hell
can I  g-go as fast as I c-can but make n-no noise ?  C-
crazy woman.

COLLEEN:  I heard that Herbert !

HERBERT:  What d-dear ?

COLLEEN:  I said I heard that !!
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HERBERT:  I didn’t say anything.

COLLEEN:  Don’t start with me Herbert!

HERBERT:  Must be that wind D-Dear!

COLLEEN:   Don’t even try it Herbert, there is no wind!!  It’s
perfectly calm!!

[WIND SURGE]

HERBERT:  What ?

COLLEEN:  I said ‘It’s perfectly Calm’ - Calm !!  

[WIND SURGE]

HERBERT:  What ?

COLLEEN:  [SCREAMS OUT]  Everything is Calm !!!

[WIND SUBSIDES A BIT ]

HERBERT:  Anything you say D-D-Dear.   

[EERIE WIND BLENDING INTO YOUNG WOMAN CRYING. ]

HERBERT:  [MUTTERING SOFTLY]  Place is damp too. What’s w-
w-wrong with Florida ?  I said.  But NO, w-we have to
go to the ‘old country’. Her old country.  So she can
write another crappy bestseller. 

[WIND SURGE]

WOMAN GHOST: Oh Help me.  Please, help me. 

HERBERT:  Hello ?

WOMAN GHOST: Oh !  You can you hear me ? 

HERBERT:  Yes.  I hear you.   Where are you ?  

WOMAN GHOST:  I’m down here, locked in this room.
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[TENSION TINGLE ENTERS.]

HERBERT:   You’re in the room with the b-black door !?

WOMAN GHOST: Yes.. [CRYING]  Please, please help me. 

[SLOW APPROACHING FOOTSTEPS.  GHOST GETS CLOSER TO MIC. ]

HERBERT:  Let me see if I can let you out.  

WOMAN GHOST: Oh thank you.

[JIGGLING THE DOOR KNOB.]

WOMAN GHOST: Please hurry. 

HERBERT: It’s n-no use, it’s locked.  

WOMAN GHOST: You must get the key.  

HERBERT:  W-who are you ?  W-w-why are you locked in there?

WOMAN GHOST: I can’t explain.  Not now.  I’ve been waiting so long.
[SOBS]

HERBERT:  Please,  don’t cry.  I’m here and I’ll help you.

WOMAN GHOST:  [SNIFFLING]  Oh, your voice sounds so very kind.  I 
hear something so wonderful, so sensual in your
manly voice.

HERBERT: Oh ?  T-thank you.

WOMAN GHOST: Did anyone ever tell you that ?

HERBERT:  It’s funny. People used to say that to me all the time.  

WOMAN GHOST:  What is your name ?

HERBERT:  H-her-her-her

WOMAN GHOST: Her-her ? 

HERBERT:  Herbert. 
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WOMAN GHOST:  Herbert ?  That’s a lovely name.  Who are you Herbert
?

HERBERT:  I used to b-b-be a b-big T.V. t-t-talk show Ho-Host. 
But then I met Colleen. 

WOMAN GHOST: You poor, poor man.  

HERBERT:  It’s not so b-b-bad.

WOMAN GHOST:  Oh?   Just listen to yourself.  That’s not the real you.  

HERBERT:  H-h-how do you know ? 

WOMAN GHOST:  I can hear something buried. 

HERBERT:  Can you ?

WOMAN GHOST:  Yes.  Something denied inside you for a long time. 
Something wonderful.   Am I right Herbert ? 

HERBERT:  Yes.  Yes, sometimes I remember how I used to be.  

WOMAN GHOST:  Of course.

HERBERT:  Each night I’d come out on stage on my TV show  and
say:  [TALKSHOW THEME MUSIC]  ‘Hello I’m
Herbert Hartford, your award winning Host of Point
Blank!  

[CHORUS APPLAUSE]  

Thank you. Thank you.  Tonight we’re coming to you
Live from Carnegie Hall, Joining me tonight is Bill
Gates, Hilary Clinton, Steven Spielberg, Mary
Robinson and the little guy with glasses who used to
play ‘Radar’ from M*A*S*H.

[CHORUS APPLAUSE . THEME RESOLVES]  

And then you know I’d do a monologue about
politicians or sex or sex with politicians.  That kind of
thing.
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WOMAN GHOST:  Yes.

HERBERT:  [CHUCKLING] Sometimes I’d even improvise. I’d
forget about the cue cards and just improvise!  
Imagine, me im-im-improvising.   

WOMAN GHOST:  It’s sounds wonderful. 

HERBERT:    Yes, yes it was.  But that’s how  I used to b-b-be, I’m
n-n-not that person anymore.

WOMAN GHOST:  Oh why do you deny it, Herbert ?

HERBERT:  Because. 

WOMAN GHOST:  It’s that woman downstairs isn’t it ?

HERBERT:  C-C-Colleen says I must focus at w-w-working to b-
build a supportive r-r-relationship. 

WOMAN GHOST:  No.

HERBERT:  No ?

WOMAN GHOST:  That’s not where you’ll find happiness, your true bliss
lies elsewhere. 

HERBERT:  Where?  

WOMAN GHOST: Open this door. 

HERBERT: I can’t It’s locked.

WOMAN GHOST:  Then find the key.  It’s hidden in the house.  

COLLEEN:  [OFF IN DISTANCE]  Herbert !

WOMAN GHOST:  Look for the key.

[APPROACHING FOOTSTEPS.]

COLLEEN: [SLIGHTLY CLOSER]  Herbert ?!  Have you gone
insane ?  
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HERBERT: I’ll find the key! And you and I can…

WOMAN GHOST:  Ssssh.  Don’t say it.  Your wife is coming.  Don’t tell
her I’m here. 

[FOOTSTEPS VERY CLOSE AND STOP.]

COLLEEN: [CLOSE TO MIC VERY ANNOYED]  Herbert ?  Who
are you talking to ?  

HERBERT:  N-n-no one.  

COLLEEN:  You’ve been talking with yourself.  God knows what
else you’ve been doing up here.

HERBERT:  W-What ?

COLLEEN:  Your personal habits don’t concern me.  

HERBERT:   You asked me to unpack and that’s what I’ve been
doing. 

COLLEEN:  Don’t take that tone with me.  Who do you think you
are ?

HERBERT:  Her-Herbert Hartford. 

COLLEEN:  Well you listen to me, ‘Her-Her-Herbert Hartford’.  I’m
been hearing a lot of voices. 

HERBERT:  What voices ?

COLLEEN:  Local people

HERBERT:  Which local people ?

COLLEEN:  Never you mind.  He saw.

HERBERT:  Who saw what ?

COLLEEN:  He saw right away what was going on here.  

HERBERT:  Nothing is going on.  I’ve been un-p-packing.
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COLLEEN:  I mean how you bully me in this relationship. 

HERBERT:  I  bully you ?  

COLLEEN:   As if you don’t know.  Alright play your little game. But,
don’t think people don’t see.   He certainly does.

HERBERT:   Who ?  Who are you t-talking about ? 

COLLEEN:   Never mind ‘who’.  He’s special, not like you.  He
appreciates me.  He’s sees how I’m suffocating in this
relationship.  

HERBERT:  You’re suffocating ?  

COLLEEN:  Yes.  All day long you’ve done nothing but sulk about
slamming doors, stomping around, banging things and
moving furniture.   Invading my designated work area
and my mind space just to prevent the blossoming of
my feminine creative energies.  

HERBERT:  I have not.  You wanted me …

COLLEEN:  I’m not going to let you dominate this conversation any
more.   I’m going back downstairs to work, and if you
care about our supportive relationship, you will not
make a sound !   

HERBERT:  Yes d-dear..

COLLEEN:  Silence!  I need absolute silence!!

[FOOTSTEPS TRAILING AWAY.  GHOST TINGLE ENTERS SOFTLY.]

GHOST WOMAN:  Oh Herbert.  I hear you suffering so much.  Please find
the key so we can be together.  You, and I. 

HERBERT:  Yeah…Yeah… Oh I’ll find the key. I’ll find it ... If I have
to tear this place apart. 

GHOST WOMAN:  Oh Herbert, I want to hold you.

HERBERT:  And I you! [MOVING OFF]  I’ll find that key..
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[GHOST TRANSITION MUSIC SWEEPS IN ]

MAHONY AS NARRATOR:  Night had fallen and Colleen continued working
on her book as your man Herbert set about
turning the place upside down looking for the
key to open the Black door.  He was making a
fierce racket. 

[TRANSITION MUSIC RESOLVES ]

CHORUS: [ 3 LOUD WHISPERS]  Colleeeen!  Colleeeen!
Colleeen!!

[P.C. KEYBOARD TYPING ]

COLLEEN: [WRITING ALOUD] ‘It was a forbidden love.  Her step-
mother, so jealous of her beauty, had locked her in the
upper room - a room with only one window perched
over the jagged cliff overlooking the angry sea.  

[CREAKS AND POUNDS IN DISTANCE.]

HERBERT:  [IN DISTANCE]  Damn.  Where is it ?

COLLEEN:  ‘They were trying to drive her mad. To make her go
crazy. But she would not be suffocated’. 

[MORE CREAKS, SHIFTING, POUNDING IN DISTANCE. ]

HERBERT:  It’s got to be here somewhere..

COLLEEN:  ‘ Oh yes, They would try their best to prevent her, to
come between her and her heart’s desire.  But she
would make them.. 

[CUTLERY DRAWER FALLING.  CLATTER.]

COLLEEN:  Shut Up!’  [LAUGHS MADLY]

[FOOTSTEPS OMINIOUSLY APPROACHING. GHOST TINGLE ENTERS. ]

COLLEEN:  Herbert ?  Herbert ?  Why are you doing this to me ? 

MAN GHOST:  Colleen.  
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COLLEEN:  [GASP]  Oh.  It’s you.  

MAN GHOST:  Yes.  I’m sorry.

COLLEEN:  Oh no.  I was hoping you would come.

MAN GHOST:  I know it’s not my place to say anything.

COLLEEN:  Oh do say it !

MAN GHOST:  I’ve been thinking about you all day.  

COLLEEN:  You have ?

MAN GHOST:  Yes.

[DISTANT CLATTER. ]

HERBERT:  [IN DISTANCE]  Where in hell is it ??!!! I’ve got to find
that key!!

COLLEEN:  Listen to him ?  He’s driving me crazy. 

MAN GHOST:  I hope you don’t take offense like, but a beautiful
woman like you, shouldn’t have to take his carry on.  

COLLEEN:  You’re right. 

MAN GHOST:  You deserve better.  Some one who can support you
proper. 

COLLEEN:  Yes.  

MAN GHOST:  Some one who took one look at you and fell in love.

COLLEEN:  [SWOON]  Oh yes.  Yes.  

MAN GHOST:  Yes.  Maybe if you got that old shillelagh out of the
shed.  

[TENSION HUM/TINGLE ENTERS AND BUILDS]

COLLEEN:  Yes… yes, you’re right.  I’ll get it.  I’ll get it right now.
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MAN GHOST:   You do that.  I’ll be waiting here for you Colleen…

[GHOST TRANSITION MUSIC ] 

HERBERT:  [FRANTIC]  I’ve searched every room in the house,
except..except the ballroom.  Yes the ballroom.   Her
‘designated work area’.  Well we’ll just see about
that…[SCURRY FOOTSTEPS]   Oh the door’s wide
open and she’s not here.   Good. Good. Hey Listen to
me,  I’m improvising  [LAUGHS]  Speaking freely …for
the first time in years.  

WOMAN GHOST:  [DREAMILY FAR IN DISTANCE]  Oh Herbert! Come
to me! 

HERBERT:   I’m coming as soon as I find that - Wait.  That black
cabinet.  Yes… That’s where it must be!  [SCURRY
FOOTSTEPS.  CABINET DOOR OPENS]     Ha Ha I
have it. The key !  I found the key !

WOMAN GHOST:  [DREAMILY]  Herbert hurry !!!

HERBERT:   I’m coming my darling !!!  

[FOOTSTEPS RUNNING OFF.  TENSION HUM ENTERS SURGES, THEN
SOFTENS]

MAN GHOST:  You have the shillelagh ?

COLLEEN: Yes.  [STEADY WHACKS OF SHILLELAGH INTO
HAND]  

MAN GHOST:  You must find him and set him straight.

COLLEEN:  Yes. I’ll set him straight.  Very straight. 

[SHORT TRANSITIONAL SURGE WHICH HEIGHTENS TENSION]

[ KEY FUMBLING  IN LOCK OF DOOR]

WOMAN GHOST: Oh Herbert, have you the key ?  

HERBERT:  Yes, yes my Dear, I have the key. 
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[LOCK BOLT OPENS.]  

WOMAN GHOST:  Herbert.  It’s unlocked.  You’ve done it.

HERBERT:  And now,  I’m opening the black door.

WOMAN GHOST:  Come to me!

[DOOR SLOWLY CREAKS OPEN.]

WOMAN GHOST:  Oh Herbert, is that really you ?

HERBERT:  Yes.  It’s the real me.

WOMAN GHOST:  Oh you’re so handsome.

HERBERT:  And you, you’re so beautiful.  

[PASSIONATE EMBRACE WITH MOANS ETC.  PASSION MUSIC PHRASE
SWEEPS UP.]

WOMAN GHOST:  [AMID KISSING & GROPING]  Oh Herbert
improvise…Improvise for me Herbert!  

HERBERT:  What?  Here?  Now?

WOMAN GHOST:  Yes !  Let your mind wander as freely as your hands!

HERBERT:  Yes... okay.  Ah… Hello I’m Herbert Hartford, your
Host of Point Blank!  [CHORUS APPLAUSE]  Thank
you. I just want to say I’ve never [CHOKES UP]…

WOMAN GHOST: Say it ! Oh say it !

HERBERT:  I’ve never felt so – so  alive !!

WOMAN GHOST:  Oh Herbert!  [THEY KISS PASSIONATELY]

COLLEEN:  [FROM A DISTANCE]  Herbert ?  Oh  Herbert!  

HERBERT:  [BREAKING OFF] Oh my God!  It’s Colleen.  

WOMAN GHOST:  Stay with me!  Don’t let her take you from me.  
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HERBERT:  I won’t.  I won’t  We’ll close the door. 

[DOOR CREAK AND SLAM SHUT.  TENSION BUILDS.]

COLLEEN:  [FROM BEHIND CLOSED DOOR]  Herbert ?  Herbert
?  I know you’re in there.  

HERBERT:  Go away.  Leave me alone.  

COLLEEN:  Oh I wish I could Herbert.  

[RATTLE OF LOCKED DOOR]

COLLEEN:  Let me in Herbert. 

HERBERT:  No!

COLLEEN:  What did you say ?

HERBERT:  You heard me. 

COLLEEN:  Open the black door Herbert.   I need to work on our
relationship.  

HERBERT:   What relationship ?!

COLLEEN:  Alright Herbert, You leave me no choice. 

[POUND OF SHILLELAGH AGAINST DOOR.]

COLLEEN:  How’s that Herbert ?  

COLLEEN:  A taste of your own medicine.

[POUND]

COLLEEN:  Your constant selfish noise 

[POUND]

COLLEEN: Pounding into my head!

[POUND]
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HERBERT:  You don’t frighten me Colleen.  Not anymore.

COLLEEN:  You’ll stand up for yourself.

[POUND]

COLLEEN:  When I tell you to stand up for yourself and not before. 

HERBERT:  Oh yeah ?   That does it.

WOMAN GHOST:  No! What are you doing ?

HERBERT:  I’m going to go out there and settle this once and for
all.

WOMAN GHOST:  No you must stay here.

HERBERT:  Don’t worry my Dearest,  I’ll be back.  [CALLS OUT] 
Colleen, I’m coming out. [PAUSE HANGING
SUSPENCE TINGLE]  You hear me ? [PAUSE] 
Colleen ? 

[KEY IN LATCH, KNOB. CREAK. DOOR OPEN.]

HERBERT:  Colleen ?  Colleen ? Where are you ?

COLLEEN:  Here, you worm !

HERBERT:  [ATTACKED]  Aaaaaah!

[SHORT FIGHT STRUGGLE SEQUENCE.]

WOMAN GHOST:  Oh Herbert she’s trying to kill you!

MAN GHOST:  Get rid of him Colleen. 

WOMAN GHOST: I love you Herbert.

MAN GHOST:  I love you Colleen.

HERBERT & COLLEEN:  And I love you. 

HERBERT: Who are you talking to ?
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COLLEEN:  Who are you talking to ?  

HERBERT:  Colleen watch out! The staircase.  We’re going to fall.

HERBERT & COLLEEN:  Aaaaaaaaaah!

[TUMBLING DOWN THE STAIRCASE CASCADING CRASH SFX TUMBLE
DOWN MUSIC. HORROR MUSIC RESOLVE. FAINT WIND.]

MAHONY AS NARRATOR:  And in the morning, that’s how I found the pair of
them.  Laying entangled together at the bottom
of the stairs just like all the others, a strange
smile on their faces.  I put the shillelagh back in
the shed and hid the key to the Black Door.  And
on a dark night they say you can hear the voices
of them Yanks roaring at each other along with
all the others that’s gone before… 

[AS DISTANT GHOSTLY VOICE]

HERBERT:   You told me to unpack!. 

COLLEEN:  Don’t take that tone with me.  Who do you think you
are ?

HERBERT:  I’m Her-Herbert Hartford. 

COLLEEN:   Well you listen to me Her-Her-Herbert Hartford….Why
do you bully me in this relationship??

 
[FADES OUT]   

HERBERT:  I  bully you ?  

COLLEEN:   He certainly sees it.

HERBERT:   Who ?  Who are you t-talking about ? 

COLLEEN:   Never mind who.  He’s special,  not like you.  I’m
suffocating in this relationship.  

HERBERT:  You’re suffocating ?  
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COLLEEN:  All day long you do nothing but slam doors, stomping
around.   Invading my designated work area!.  

HERBERT:  I do not.  

COLLEEN:  I’m not going to let you dominate this conversation any
more!  

ANNOUNCER:   You’ve been listening to Crazy Dog Audio Theatre perform
live ‘The Ghost Behind The Black Door’ written and directed
by Roger Gregg.  With Phil Proctor as Herbert Hatfield, 
Melinda Peterson as Colleen O’Neill,  Mikel Murphy as Mr.
Mahony and the Handsome Ghost and Anne Byrne as The
Ghost Behind the Black Door.   Our producer is Eithne Hand
and our sound engineers were…… To find out more about
Crazy Dog Audio Theatre’s award winning productions, visit
our website at :  www.crazydogaudiotheatre.com
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